The ageing under irradiation of the materials involved in nuclear power industry is a well known problem which has been extensively studied over several decades. These studies driven by industrial requirements cover all the continuum of the approaches from atomic scale to the technologic tests. All along the nuclear fuel cycle, materials are damaged by different particles: chemical additives in fuel synthesis, the components of nuclear reactors, materials for the waste disposals and of course the nuclear fuel. In all cases, irradiation induced aging of the materials is a very important factor to be taken into account for safety reasons and economic considerations. These are the reasons why the study of materials under irradiation remains a major concern.
Understanding the processes of the damage of metals has made significant progress in recent years thanks to the development of the simulation and new experimental approaches. However, much remains to be done to obtain predictive simulations of the industrial materials in operating conditions. Moreover, for iono-covalent ceramics, knowledge on the dynamic of defects remains much patchy. For these materials, an important effort must be done at all temporal and spatial scales to reach the knowledge level of metallic alloys. This must be also done for the organic materials.
Despite this, the French research potential in the field of materials under irradiation remains relatively low. Given this relative weakness of the means of irradiation and online characterizations, six accelerator platforms have created a network with the objective to coordinate their instrumental developments and the access to the experimental facilities. This network which belongs to many entities, has recently obtained the CNRS label of federation: federation of accelerators dedicated to material irradiation. This network consists of 6 platforms with unique equipments and specific expertises. Its objectives are the followings:
-promote experiments on materials under irradiation, -networking the irradiation facilities, -organize the service for external users, -promote the developments of facilities in accordance of research evolution, -scientific animation and training on material irradiation -inform the organizations about these researches 
